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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS AT TEZPUR,     

SONITPUR 

G.R. Case No.385/2015 

u/s-379 IPC 

State of Assam 

Versus 

Sri Jatan Kahar 

S/o Sri Ramesh Kahar       

R/O. Kakalbhagi, P.S Tezpur   

                                                                            …....Accused person  

 

Advocates appeared: 

For the Prosecution: Mr. J. Dey  

For the Defence: Mr. S. Sath, Mr. S. Nath 

Evidence recorded on: 27.01.2016, 10.06.2016, 26.08.2016, 09.05.2017 

Argument heard on: 29.05.2017 

Judgment delivered on: 31.05.2017 

JUDGMENT 

                  1. The informant Sri Raghav Kahar lodged an ejahar before Bihaguri 

O.P. on 24.02.2015 stating inter alia that on 19.02.2015 at about 5:30 P.M, one 

pair of bullocks were stolen away from Kakalbhagi Pathar who were tethered 
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there for grazing. Search operation was launched. On 22.02.2015 one of the 

stolen bullocks was recovered from Malijan Pathar which was tethered there by 

accused Sujit Nayak. On being inquired about the other bull it was learnt from 

the accused that the other bullock  went itself somewhere from his possession by 

snapping the rope by which it was kept tied. On being inquired by the villagers 

accused Sujit Nayak  told them that the other bullock was sold away to him by 

accused Jatan Kahar. 

2. The ejahar was received and registered as Tezpur P.S. case No. 

19715  u/s 379  IPC. 

3. The I/O after due investigation of the case submitted charge 

sheet u/s 379  IPC against the accused persons Sujit Nayak and Jatan Kahar. 

4. Copy of the relevant documents were furnished to the accused 

persons. 

 5. On perusal of the case record sufficient ground u/s 379 IPC were 

found against the accused persons and accordingly formal charge under the 

above sections were framed which was read over and explained to the accused 

persons to accused Sujit Nayak pleaded guilty, but accused Jatan Kahar pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. On his pleading guilty accused Sujit Nayak was 

convicted u/s 379 IPC and sentenced to rigorous imprisonment(R.I.) for 5 

months . The case proceeded against accused Jatan Kahar. 

                    6. The prosecution has examined five witnesses . The statement of 

the accused persons u/s 313 Cr.P.C. is recorded . The defence side adduced no 

evidence and pleaded for total denial.  

                 POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

                 i). Whether the accused persons on 19.02.2015 at about 5:30 p.m.,  

intending to take dishonestly  two bullocks out of the possession of the informant  

without her consent , moved the same in order to such taking and thereby 

committed offence u/s 379 IPC? 
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                   7. I have heard the oral arguments put forward by both the 

Counsels. I have also gone through the entire evidence available on record. My 

discussion and reasons for the decision are discussed below. 

                  8. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

                   9. PW1, Sri Raghav Kahar who is the complainant deposed that 

about one year back in the evening time a pair of his bullocks was stolen away 

from Kakalbhagi Pathar which were tethered there for grazing. He came to know 

about it in the evening when he went to bring his bullocks back home. He 

searched them in their village. One bullock was recovered from the possession of 

accused Sujit Nayak from Sonabil. They brought the accused home along with 

the bullock and called the villagers including gaonburah. On being inquired by 

the gaoburah Sujit confessed that accused Jatan Kahar gave him the bullocks at 

about 3:00 A.M. for the purpose of selling them saying that they belonged to 

him. After that he lodged an ejahar in the police, exhibit-1 is the ejahar and 

exhibit-1(1) is his signature. In cross-examination he denied the suggestion that 

he kept Sujit Nayak in his house along with the bullock for two nights. Accused 

Jatan Kahar's father Ramesh Kahar came to his house with police and took Sujit 

Nayak to police station. After that he lodged an ejahar in the police. 

                 10. PW2, Sri Anil Narzary deposed that the incident took place in the 

year 2015. One of his cows was stolen away which he could not find out, after 

about 15 days of that a pair of bullocks of the informant were also stolen away. 

On being searched the informant caught Sujit Nayak along with stolen bullock 

from Malijan Pathar. On being enquired Sujit Nayak told that Jatan Kahar was 

also his partner in the crime. On being enquired by him Sujit Nayak told him that 

Jatan Kahar stole away his cow and handed over to him which he sold at 

Bindukuri market. Jatan Kahar's father informed the police over phone and police 

took away Sujit Nayak. He stated that talk of settlement was going on in the 

village, but as the matter was already reported to police the informant had to 

lodge an ejahar against Jatan Kahar. Police recovered one bullock, exhibit-2 is 

the seizure list and exhibit-2(1) is his signature. In cross-examination he stated 

that when the bullock was recovered from Sujit Nayak he was not present at the 
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place of occurrence and therefore he did not know actually from whose 

possession it was recovered. As Jatan Kahar's father informed the police over 

phone about the incident and police took away Sujit Nayak to police station, they 

filed the case against the accused Jatan Kahar out of rage. He stated that police 

did not ask him anything,  but took his signature on paper. 

                 11. PW3, Sri Pradip Tati deposed that he saw accused Sujit Nayak on 

the day of incident. Two bullocks belonging to the informant were stolen away. 

On being searched they were recovered from Bindukuri area. In the evening 

when he went towards the market he saw the accused, his parents and one 

bullock being carried in a Bolero vehicle. Accused Sujit Nayak was in the vehicle. 

On being enquired Sujit Nayak told that Jatan Kahar was also involved with the 

case. Next day Raghav Kahar lodged an ejahar. In cross-examination he stated 

that police did not ask him anything. He did not know what was written on the 

paper on which he was asked to put his signature. He stated that he did not 

have any personal knowledge about the incident. He heard about it in the 

evening. 

                  12. PW4, Sri Biswanath Kahar deposed that around one-and-a-half 

years ago when the villagers caught Sukur regarding the matter of theft of a 

cow, Jatan Kahar's father informed the police. The cow was recovered from the 

possession of Sukur. In cross-examination he stated that when the villagers tried 

to assault Sukur, Jatan Kahar's father informed the police. Then Raghav Kahar 

filed the case out of rage. 

                  13. PW5, A.S.I., Naren Chandra Boro who is the investigating officer 

deposed that during investigation they seized one bull from the place of 

occurrence. He recorded statement of witnesses, conduct house search, arrested 

Sujit Nayak and forwarded him before court. 

                  14. From the evidence of PWs it is seen that none of them have 

seen Jatan Kahar committing the theft of the stolen pair of bullocks. None of the 

witnesses deposed that the stolen bullocks were recovered from the possession 

of accused Jatan Kahar. As per the evidence of PW1 one bullock was recovered 

from the possession of accused Sujit Nayak from Sonabil who on being enquired 
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by the gaonburah confessed that accused Jatan Kahar gave him the bullocks at 

about 3:00 a.m. for the purpose of selling them saying that the same belonged 

to him.  Other witnesses too deposed that on being enquired Sujit Nayak told 

that Jatan Kahar was also involved with the incident of theft. In the present case 

accused Sujit Nayak pleaded guilty at the stage of framing charge when the 

charge u/s 379 IPC was read over and explained to him. On his pleading guilty 

he was convicted u/s 379 IPC, his plea of guilt was recorded as per the provision 

u/s 241 of Cr.P.C. But in his plea of guilt so recorded by the court accused Sujit 

Nayak has not made any whisper as to the involvement of accused Jatan Kahar 

in the alleged offence. The co-accused Sujit Nayak has not at all mentioned the 

name  accused Jatan Kahar . Moreover no confessional statement u/s 164 of 

Cr.P.C. was made by the co-accused Sujit Nayak before the court where he 

mentioned about the involvement of accused Jatan Kahar. Hence such vague 

statement of the witnesses that the co-accused Sujit Nayak confessed before 

them that the accused  Jatan Kahar was also involved with the alleged offence of 

theft finds no substance in Law without any corroboration. The evidence on 

record is not at all sufficient to hold that accused Jatan Kahar was also involved 

with the alleged offence of theft. 

                   15. Rather from the evidence of PW2 it appears that talk of 

settlement was going on in the village itself, but as Jatan Kahar's father informed 

the police over phone about the incident and police took away Sujit Nayak to 

police station, they filed the case against the accused Jatan Kahar out of rage. 

PW4 has also made similar type of statement in his evidence which raises doubt 

in the prosecution case. For the reasons discussed above it is held that the 

prosecution could not at all prove that the accused Jatan kahar was also involved 

with the case.  

                     16. Under the above facts and circumstances, I am of the opinion 

that the Prosecution has failed to establish the case u/s 379 IPC against the 

accused Jatan Kahar. Hence the accused person is acquitted from the charge u/s  

379 IPC and set at liberty.  
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                    17. Bail bond and affidavit furnished by the bailor is extended for a 

period of six months from today. 

  

       Given under my hand and seal of this Court on  the 31st     

day of May, 2017 at Tezpur, Sonitpur.   

                  

  

                                                                                Bijaya Khakhlary  

       JMFC, Tezpur  
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APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution witnesses: 

PW1—  Sri Raghav Kahar (informant) 

PW2—   Sri Anil Narzary 

PW3—  Sri Pradip Tati  

PW4—   Sri Biswanath Kahar 

PW5—   A.S.I., Naren Chandra Boro(I.O.) 

Exhibits for the prosecution: 

Nil 

Defence witness : 

Nil 

Exhibits for defence: 

Nil 

                                                             Bijaya Khakhlary 

                                                             JMFC,Tezpur 


